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ABSTRACT
We present a detailed spectral modelling of NGC4993 – the host galaxy of
GW170817 – and other SGRB host galaxies. In order to determine their physical
conditions and the element abundances, we have gathered spectroscopic and photo-
metric data from the literature. The observation data are sometimes missing prevent-
ing us from fully constraining the model. However, for most of the SGRB hosts the
[OIII]5007/Hβ and [NII]6548/Hα line ratios are reported. The analysis of NGC4993
by a composite model (photoionization+shock) confirms that an AGN, most proba-
bly a LINER or a LLAGN, is the gas photoionization source. Shock velocities and
preshock densities are similar to those found in the narrow line region of AGN. O/H
and N/H have solar values. For the other SGRB of the sample we have found that
O/H ratios are nearly solar, while N/H cover a much larger range of values at red-
shifts close to 0.4. In NGC4993, the relative contribution to the SED of an old stellar
population, characterized by a black body temperature of Tbb=4000K, with respect
to Bremsstrahlung is higher by a factor > 100 than in most of the local AGN and SB
galaxies. For the other SGRB composing the sample, Tbb ranges between 2000K for
SGRB100206A and 8000K for SGRB111117A.
Key words: radiation mechanisms: general — shock waves — ISM: abundances —
galaxies: GRB — galaxies: high redshift
1 INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray bursts (GRB) are short, intense and isolated
flashes (Berger 2013), peaking in the gamma-ray band and
occurring at an average rate of one event per day over the
whole sky (D’Avanzo 2015) with different spectral and tem-
poral properties. The current scenario distinguishes GRBs
in ”short-hard and long-soft” (Berger 2013) bursts. Short
duration GRB (SGRB) last less than 2s, while long GRB
(LGRB) have longer duration (Kouveliotou et al 1993). Both
the localization and detection of afterglows and hosts and
the evidence of lower energy and density scales suggest (Fox
et al 2005, Barthelmy et al 2005, Berger et al 2005) that
SGRB are cosmological in origin, with low energetic after-
glow and that their progenitors are not massive stars (Berger
2013). Berger (2009) claims that the association of some
SGRB with elliptical galaxies shows that their progenitors
belong to an old stellar population, unlike LGRB. However
also SGRB hosts have found to be star forming galaxies.
The Swift satellite (Geherls 2004) greatly improved the un-
derstanding of SGRB progenitors because revealing their
location. At present, the majority of SGRB events appear
at relatively low z, at ∼ 0.4-0.5 on average (Berger 2014).
This is an important issue because it could be related to
the nucleosynthesis evolution of the host galaxy stars (Con-
tini 2017a). The lack of an associated supernova in SGRB
and the heterogeneous sample of host galaxies (e.g. Kann
et al. 2011) is consistent with a compact binary merger ori-
gin (Rosswog et al. 2003), such as neutron stars or black
holes. The progenitors were related to an old star popu-
lation compatible with NS (neutron star) -NS or NS-BH
(black hole) encounters (Berger 2009, Eichler et al 1989).
The host galaxy analysis shows that long GRB are found
in star-forming galaxies (Fruchter et al 2006, Savaglio et al
2009 etc) while SGRB occur in both star-forming and early-
type galaxies (D’Avanzo et al 2015, Bloom et al 2002, Berger
et al 2005, Fox et al 2005, Savaglio et al 2009, Fong et al
2013). SFR in SGRB hosts are low and a broad range of
stellar masses is found in agreement with an old progenitor
adapted to the merging neutron stars (Perley et al 2012).
The discovery of GW170817 the neutron star merger di-
rectly measured in gravitational waves and associated with
a SGRB allows to study neutron star mergers in general
and to investigate, in particular, whether the gas within the
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NGC4993 host galaxy has peculiar characteristics (Levan et
al 2017, Villar et al 2017, etc).
In previous papers (e.g. Contini 2016) we have been
investigating the physical conditions and the element abun-
dances of GRB host galaxies by the analysis of the observed
line spectra at relatively high z. We have compared them
with those of various supernova (SN) types, active galactic
nuclei (AGN), starbursts (SB), HII regions, etc. In this pa-
per we investigate line ratios and continuum SED of SGRB
host galaxies. The modelling of the continuum is less con-
straining than that of the line spectra, so we chose in our
sample SGRB hosts that have reported emission line fluxes.
The sample is rather poor in number of objects. The line
spectra suitable to constrain the models generally contain
at least [OII], [OIII], Hβ, Hα and [NII]. The Hα/Hβ line
ratios which are used to reddening correct the spectra can-
not be neglected.
In our model we assume that the continuum radiation,
in terms of thermal Bremsstrahlung, originates from the
same clouds of gas emitting the line fluxes. Besides the effect
of merging that affects both high redshift galaxies as well
as local ones, shock waves are created by winds, jets and
collisions throughout the galaxies. Therefore shocks should
be accounted for by the calculation of line and continuum
fluxes. In particular, shocks with velocities > 300 kms−1can
heat the gas to high temperatures > 106K which decrease
following the cooling rate downstream. Consequently, the
calculated Bremsstrahlung covers the entire frequency range
from radio to X-rays. The flux from the background old star
population emerges from the Bremsstrahlung SED in the
IR range in local and high z galaxies (Contini 2018). There-
fore, in order to reproduce the observed SED we consider
that Bremsstrahlung could dominate throughout some sig-
nificant frequency domains such as the radio, the optical-UV
and the soft X-ray, while dust reprocessed radiation appears
in the far-IR. Furthermore, synchrotron radiation created by
the Fermi mechanism at the shock front is often observed in
the radio range.
NGC4993 has enough published data to allow line and
continuum modelling. For all other SGBR hosts presented
in this paper, the continuum SED observations cover only
the IR range corresponding to emission from the underlying
stellar population. However, for GRB050709, GRB100206A,
GRB130603B the data for the optical-near IR line ratios
reported by Berger (2009), Perley et al (2012), de Ugarte
Postigo et al (2014), Cucchiara et al (2013) and Soderberg
et al (2006) are enough to constrain the models. The code
suma calculates the continuum as well as the line fluxes.
We will show the continuum SED in the diagrams through-
out a large frequency range (108-1019Hz) even if we could
find no data in the radio, far-IR, optical-UV and X-ray.
The Bremsstrahlung results are presented as predictions. For
GRB111117A at z=2.21 no line fluxes are reported in the
literature. So we will investigate only the old star contribu-
tion to the SED in order to compare it to the SED of other
SGRB hosts at lower z.
The calculation code suma is presented in Sect. 2. In
Sect. 3 we report the detailed modelling of line and contin-
uum spectra for each of the SGRB host sample. Concluding
remarks follow in Sect. 4.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONS
The code suma simulates the physical conditions of an emit-
ting gaseous cloud under the coupled effect of photoioniza-
tion from a radiation source and shocks assuming a plane-
parallel geometry (Ferland et al 1995). Two cases are con-
sidered relative to the cloud propagation : the photoionizing
radiation reaches the gas on the cloud edge corresponding
to the shock front (infalling) or on the edge opposite to the
shock front (ejection).
To calculate the line flux and the continuum emit-
ted from a gas the physical conditions and the fractional
abundances of the ions must be known. In a shock domi-
nated regime the calculations start at the shock front where
the gas is compressed and thermalized adiabatically, reach-
ing the maximum temperature (T ∝ V2s, where Vs is the
shock velocity) in the immediate post-shock region. Com-
pression is calculated by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations
(Cox 1972) for the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy throughout the shock front and downstream. Com-
pression strongly affects the cooling rate and consequently,
the distribution of the physical conditions downstream, as
well as that of the element fractional abundances. The down-
stream region is automatically cut in many plane-parallel
slabs (up to 300) with different geometrical widths in or-
der to account for the temperature gradient throughout the
gas. Thus, the change of the physical conditions downstream
from one slab to the next is minimal. In each slab the frac-
tional abundances of all the ions is calculated resolving the
ionization equations which account for the ionization mecha-
nisms (photoionization by the primary and diffuse radiation
and collisional ionization) and recombination mechanisms
(radiative, dielectronic recombinations) as well as charge
transfer effects. The ionization equations are coupled to the
energy equation (Cox 1972), when collisional processes dom-
inate, and to the thermal balance equation if radiative pro-
cesses dominate. This latter balances the heating of the gas
due to the primary and diffuse radiations reaching the slab
and the cooling due to recombinations and collisional ex-
citation of the ions followed by line emission and thermal
Bremsstrahlung. The coupled equations are solved for each
slab, providing the physical conditions necessary to calculate
the slab optical depth and the line and continuum emissions.
The slab contributions are integrated throughout the neb-
ula. The calculations stop when the electron temperature
is as low as 200 K, if the nebula is radiation-bounded or
at a given value of the nebula geometrical thickness, if it is
matter-bounded. The uncertainties of the calculation results
are evaluated as <10 percent.
The main input parameters are those referring to the
shock, which are the preshock density n0, the shock ve-
locity Vs , the magnetic field B0 (for all galaxy models
B0=10
−4Gauss is adopted), as well as those characterizing
the source ionizing radiation spectrum, and the chemical
abundances of He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Cl and Fe,
relative to H. Generally, Vs is constrained by the FWHM of
the line profiles, n0 by the ratio of the characteristic lines.
The relative abundances of the elements are constrained by
the line ratios. In the case where shock and photoionization
act on opposite sides of a plan-parallel nebula, the geomet-
rical width of the nebula, D, is an input parameter. The
diffuse radiation bridges the two sides, and the smaller D
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the more entangled are the photoionized and the shocked
regions on the opposite sides of the nebula. In this case, a
few iterations are necessary to obtain the physical conditions
downstream. The effect of dust present in the gas, character-
ized by the dust-to-gas ratio d/g and the initial grain radius
agrare also consistently taken into account.
The main characteristics of suma are explained in detail
in the following sections.
2.1 Photoionizing radiation flux
The radiation from a photoionizing source is characterized
by its spectrum, which is calculated at 440 energies, from
a few eV to KeV, depending on the object studied. Due to
radiative transfer, the radiation spectrum changes through-
out the downstream slabs, each of them contributing to the
optical depth. The calculations assume a steady state down-
stream. In addition to the radiation from the primary source,
the effect of the diffuse secondary radiation created by the
gas emission (line and continuum) is also taken into account
(see, for instance, Williams 1967), using about 240 energies
to calculate the spectrum. The secondary diffuse radiation
is emitted from the slabs of gas heated by the radiation flux
reaching the gas and by the shock. Primary and secondary
radiation are calculated by radiation transfer.
For an AGN, the primary radiation is the power-law
radiation flux from the active centre F in number of pho-
tons cm−2 s−1 eV−1 at the Lyman limit and spectral indices
αUV=-1.5 and αX=-0.7. F is combined with the ionization
parameter U by U= (F/(nc(α -1)) ((EH)
−α+1 - (EC)
−α+1)
(Contini & Aldrovandi, 1983), where EH is H ionization po-
tential and EC is the high energy cutoff, n the density, α
the spectral index, and c the speed of light.
If the stars are the photoionization source the number
of ionizing photons cm−2 s−1 produced by the hot source is
N=
∫
ν0
Bν/hν dν, where ν0 = 3.29×10
15 s−1 and Bν is the
Planck function. The flux from the star is combined with U
and n by N (r/R)2=Unc, where r is the radius of the hot
source (the stars), R is the radius of the nebula (in terms of
the distance from the stars), n is the density of the nebula
and c is the speed of light. Therefore, T∗ and U compensate
each other, but only in a qualitative way, because T∗ deter-
mines the frequency distribution of the primary flux, while
U represents the number of photons per number of electrons
reaching the nebula. The choice of T∗ and U is obtained by
the fit of the line ratios.
In the turbulent regime created throughout a SB shocks
are ubiquitous. Radiation from the stars photoionizes the
gas. For SBs we assume for the primary radiation a black-
body (bb) corresponding to an effective temperature T∗ and
a ionization parameter U . A pure bb radiation accounting
for T∗ is a poor approximation for a SB, even adopting a
dominant spectral type (see Rigby & Rieke 2004). Follow-
ing Rigby & Rieke, ”the starburst enriches and heats its
ISM as well as the intergalactic medium. The ionizing spec-
trum is set by the SB age, IMF and star formation history.”
Adopting a single effective temperature the entire SB field is
represented by a single star type. However, the observed line
spectra for high redshift galaxies at present cover a narrow
optical-near-IR range of frequencies, the lines are few and
from few ionization levels, therefore the bb radiation flux
calculated by a dominant temperature is acceptable, also in
view that the line ratios (that are related to T∗ ) in a shock
dominated regime also depend on the electron temperature,
density, ionization parameter, metallicity, on the morphol-
ogy of the ionized clouds, and in particular, they depend
on the hydrodynamical field. Therefore we will determine
T∗ phenomenologically by selecting the effective tempera-
ture T∗ which leads to the best fit of all the observed line
ratios for each spectrum and we will use it to calculate the
continuum.
2.2 Electron temperatures
The temperature in each slab depends on energy gains (G)
and losses (L) of the gas. Close to the shock front down-
stream, collisional mechanisms prevail and the temperature
is calculated from the energy equation in terms of the en-
thalpy change (Cox 1972). In the slabs where the temper-
ature is 6 2 ×104 K, photoionization and heating by both
the primary and the secondary radiation dominate and the
temperature is calculated by thermal balance (G=L). Gains
are calculated by the rate at which energy is given to the
electrons by the radiation field (Osterbrock 1974). The en-
ergy of suprathermal electrons created by photoionization
is rapidly distributed among the thermal electrons through
collisions, heating the gas.
Several processes contribute to the gas cooling. The
cooling rate is: L = Lff+Lfb+Llines+Ldust, where Lff cor-
responds to Bremsstrahlung, particularly strong at high
temperatures and high frequencies. Self-absorption is in-
cluded in the calculations. Lfb corresponds to free-bound
losses due to recombination and is high at T6 105 K. Llines
is due to line emission with the bulge between 6 104 K and
105 K. Ldust represents the energy lost by the gas in the
collisional heating of dust grains. It is high the higher d/g
and agr.
Immediately behind the shock front the gas is thermal-
ized to a temperature of T=1.5 ×105(Vs /(100 kms
−1))2 K.
At high temperatures (> 106 K) recombination coefficients
are very low. The cooling rate is then low. Considering that
the cooling rate is ∝ n2 (where n is the density of the gas),
the thickness of the first slab depends strongly on n.
At T between 104 K and 105 K the UV lines and the
coronal lines in the IR are strong and lead to rapid cool-
ing and compression of the gas. If the cooling rate is so
high to drastically reduce the temperature eluding interme-
diate ionization-level lines, the calculated spectrum will be
wrong. Therefore, the slab thickness must be reduced and
all the physical quantities recalculated. The choice of the
slab thickness is determined by the gradient of the tempera-
ture. This process is iterated until the thickness of the slab is
such as to lead to an acceptable gradient of the temperature
(T(i-1) - T(i))/T(i-1) 6 0.1, where T(i) is the temperature
of slab i.)
As the temperature drops, a large region of gas with
temperature ∼104 K, which is sustained by the secondary
radiation, is present in the radiation-bounded case, i.e. when
the gas recombines completely before reaching the edge of
the nebula opposite to the shock front. Due to a lower tem-
perature gradient, calculations in this zone may be per-
formed in slabs with a larger geometrical thickness.
c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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2.3 Element abundances
The absolute line fluxes for the ionization level i of element
K are calculated by the term nK(i) which represents the
density of the ion i. We consider that nK(i)=X(i)[K/H]nH ,
where X(i) is the fractional abundance of the ion i calculated
by the ionization equations, [K/H] is the relative abundance
of the element K to H and nH is the density of H (by number
cm−3). In models including shock, nH is calculated by the
compression equation (Cox 1972) in each slab downstream.
So the abundances of the elements are given relative to H
as input parameters.
2.4 Dust reprocessed radiation
Dust grains are coupled to the gas across the shock front
by the magnetic field (Viegas & Contini 1994). They are
heated by radiation and collisionally by the gas to a maxi-
mum temperature which is a function of the shock velocity,
of the chemical composition and of the radius of the grains,
up to the evaporation temperature (Tdust > 1500 K). The
grain radius distribution downstream is determined by sput-
tering, which depends on the shock velocity and on the den-
sity. Throughout shock fronts and downstream, the grains
might be destroyed by sputtering. The grains are heated by
the primary and secondary radiation, and by gas collisional
processes. Details of the calculations of the dust temperature
are given by Viegas & Contini (1994). When the dust-to-gas
ratio d/g is high, the mutual heating of dust and gas may
accelerate the cooling rate of the gas, changing the line and
continuum spectra emitted from the gas. The intensity of
dust reprocessed radiation in the IR depends on d/g and on
the radius agr. In this work we use d/g=10
−14 by number
for all the models which corresponds to 4.1 ×10−4 by mass
for silicates (Draine & Lee 1994).
3 MODELLING HOST GALAXY SPECTRA
The spectra observed from SGRB hosts are often poor in
number of lines. BTP diagrams (Kauffmann 2003, Kewley
et al 2001) for the [OIII]5007/Hβ and [NII]6583/Hα line
ratios are generally adopted by the author community in
order to identify the galaxy type in terms of the radiation
source. However, extreme physical conditions and relative
abundances far from solar, in particular for O/H and N/H,
may shift the observed [OIII]/Hβ and [NII]/Hα line ratios
throughout the BTP diagram towards sectors which were
assigned to different galaxy types. For example, a low N/H
relative abundance may shift the observed [NII]/Hα line
ratio emitted from a galaxy towards the SB galaxy domain
although other features of the same object are characteris-
tic of an AGN. This may occur to GRB host galaxies which
are located at redshifts higher than local. At high z, over-
and under-abundances of the heavy elements are an impor-
tant issue linked with merging, ages and evolution. So, to
constrain a model when the line ratios are few we follow a
different method. [OIII]5007/Hβ and [NII]6548/Hα data
are generally observed because Hβ, Hα, [OIII], [OII] and
[NII] are the strongest lines in the optical range. A first
hint to the choice of the model is obtained by comparing
the observed line ratios with the grids of composite mod-
els (photoionization+shock) previously calculated (e.g. Con-
tini & Viegas 2001a,b, hereafter CV01a and CV01b). These
models provide an approximated but rich information of
the gas physical conditions calculated within the emitting
clouds. (The line and continuum radiation flux are calcu-
lated at the nebula). The line ratios presented by the grids
are adapted to HII regions and AGN, respectively. The mod-
els (CV01a) corresponding to a black body photoioniza-
tion flux can be applied to SB galaxies (see Sect. 2). The
[OIII]/Hβ and [NII]/Hα line ratios alone cannot defini-
tively constrain the model because we deal with two line
ratios related to two different elements. [OIII]/Hβ ratios
depend mostly on the ionization parameter and on Vs but
the [NII]/Hα ratios depend strongly on the N/H relative
abundances. For e.g. SN and GRB hosts N/H ranges be-
tween ∼ 0.1 solar and ∼5 solar (Contini 2017a). We can-
not determine a priori whether the best fit to the observed
[NII]/Hα line ratio could be reached by changing one or
more input parameters representing the physical conditions
(Vs , n0, D, F for AGN, T∗ and U for SB) or by modifying
the N/H relative abundance. N+ and H+ ions as well as O+
and H+ are correlated by charge exchange reactions, there-
fore they have a similar trend throughout a cloud. When
[OIII]/Hβ (and [OII]/Hβ) are well reproduced by modelling
and solar N/H are adopted, the resulting N/H is calculated
by ([NII]/Hβ)obs = ([NII]/Hβ)calc (N/H)/(N/H)⊙, where
(N/H)⊙ is the solar N/H relative abundance. [OII]/Hβ and
[OIII]/Hβ are more affected by the physical conditions of
the emitting gas than by O/H.
On this basis we calculate a grid of models. A set of
models (e.g. Table 1) which best reproduce the line ratios is
selected. We obtain the final model by comparing the calcu-
lated SED with the observed one.
The calculated continuum SED is represented in the
diagrams by two lines, one for the Bremsstrahlung which
covers frequencies from radio to X-ray, and one for the repro-
cessed radiation from dust in the IR range. They are calcu-
lated by the same model which reproduces the line ratios. In
the IR-optical range the background star flux emerges from
Bremsstrahlung and can be blended with dust reradiation
when shock velocities are high. The errors in the observed
photometric data are < 20 percent while the uncertainties
in the calculations are < 10 percent.
In Sect. 3.1 we reproduce by detailed modelling the
NGC4993 observed line ratios and the continuum SED
(Levan et al 2017, Palmese et al. 2017, Wu et al 2017). In
Sect. 3.2 we present modelling results of the line spectra ob-
served from the host galaxies included in the Berger (2009)
SGRB sample. The calculated continuum is compared to
the SED observed by Savaglio et al (2009) in the IR for
SGRB050709. In Sect. 3.3 we show the modelling of line
and continuum spectra reported by Perley et al (2012) for
SGRB100206A host. In Sect. 3.4 the line ratios observed
from the SGRB130603B (de Ugarte Postigo et al 2014)
and SGRB051221a (Soderberg et al 2006) host galaxies and
modelled by Contini (2016) are reported. SGRB130603B has
been observed in the IR allowing the modelling of the SED.
In Sect. 3.5 the modelling of the SGRB111117A continuum
observed by Selsing et al (2017) in the IR is shown.
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Table 1. Modelling NGC4993 observed line ratios [OIII]/Hβ=1.4 and [NII]/Hα=1.26
mod [OIII]/Hβ [NII]/Hα Hβ Vs n0 D T∗ U logF 12+log(O/H) 12+log(N/H)
- - - 1 kms−1 cm−3 pc 104K - 2 - -
modSB 1.41 0.13 37.7 300 300 1.67 5 1 - 8.82 8.0
modSD 1.4 0.146 0.0009 100 100 1.9 - - - 8.82 8.0
modAGN1 1.43 1.26 0.05 100 300 1 - - 9.55 8.82 8.0
modAGN2 1.45 0.11 16.9 300 300 0.27 - - 9.48 8.82 8.0
1 in erg cm−2 s−1calculated at the nebula; 2 in photons cm−1 s−1 eV−1 at the Lyman limit
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Figure 1. NGC4993 SED data : Wu et al (open circles); Levan et al (open squares); Blanchard et al IR-optical (asterisks): AGN (from
NGC5252) flux in the X-rays (dots). bb flux corresponding to 4000 K (red dashed). Left : models modAGN2 (magenta dot-dashed),
modSB (blue dotted) and modSD (magenta solid) Right : model modAGN1 (black solid line) ; other symbols as in Fig. 1 left diagram.
The models are described in Table 1.
3.1 NGC4993 : the host galaxy of GW170817
Observations by Ligo and Virgo reported gravitational
waves which followed to the recent neutron star merger event
GW170817. In the frame of our analysis of GRB host line
and continuum SED we calculate the characteristics of the
emitting gas from NGC4993 which is considered to be the
host galaxy of GW170817 at z=0.009873.
Levan et al (2017) in their fig. 4 compared
[OIII]/Hβ and [NII/Hα spectroscopic observations with
BTP diagnostics. They found that the line ratios fitted
the AGN domain. Spectroscopic observations by Palmese
et al (2017, fig. 3 right panel) show [OIII]5007/Hβ and
[OII]/Hα within the error of Levan et al (2017) observations.
However, Palmese et al admitted that the [OIII]/Hβ line
ratio is very uncertain. In Table 1 we report the calcu-
lated models which best reproduce Levan et al spectroscopic
data. For all of them O/H solar (6.6×10−4) and N/H solar
(10−4) are adopted (Grevesse & Sauval 1998). Model modSB
is characterised by a bb photoionizing radiation (suitable
to SB and HII regions) and relatively high shock veloci-
ties (Vs =300 kms
−1), modSD is a shock dominated model
(F=0 and U =0) with Vs =100km s
−1. Models modAGN1
and modAGN2 are calculated by a power-law photoioniz-
ing flux and different shock velocities Vs =100 kms
−1and
Vs =300 kms
−1, respectively.
Wu et al (2017) present new Very Large Array (VLA)
and ALMA data and use them for broad band modelling.
The continuum SED is shown in Fig. 1. Haggard et al (2017)
report Chandra observations which reveal a compact source
consistent with the nucleus of the galaxy and LX ∼ 2×10
39
erg s−1 (0.5-8 keV). Wu et al suggest that the X-ray soft
energy excess may indicate thermal emission from a gaseous
component in the galaxy. Some observations in the IR were
also available (Lambert & Valentijn 1989, DeVaucouleurs
et al 1991, 2MASS 2003). They are used to constrain the
model.
In Figs. 1-4 accounting for the continuum SED, each
model corresponds to two curves (Bremsstrahlung and dust
reradiation). The same symbol is used for both. The mod-
els which reproduce the SED in Fig. 1 are those used to
fit the line ratios in Table 1. Shock velocities Vs = 300
kms−1which correspond to a maximum temperature down-
stream T ∼ 106K shift the Bremsstrahlung maximum to
relatively high frequencies and fit the datum at 7.25 ×1017
Hz (Fig. 1, left diagram), corresponding to soft X-ray. How-
ever, the continuum SED in the radio-FIR range calculated
by models modSB and modAGN2 overpredicts the data in
the radio range by a factor of ∼ 10. So we dropped modSB
and modAGN2. The shock dominated model (modSD) cal-
culated with Vs =100 km s
−1and n0=100 cm
−3 could fit the
radio-FIR data adopting a low d/g = 4 × 10−5. In this case
the data in the X-ray have no valid explanation. Moreover,
the [NII]/Hα ratio is underpredicted by a factor of 10. To
adopt N/H relative abundance 10 times solar in order to fit
the [NII]/Hα ratio is rather an extreme solution. Therefore
c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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we select modAGN1 as the best reproducing model regard-
ing both the line ratios and the SED of NGC4993. The model
is calculated with Vs =100 kms
−1and n0=300 cm
−3. These
shock velocities and densities are found in the narrow line
region (NLR) of AGN. The power-law flux is relatively low,
suitable to low-luminosity AGN (LLAGN, e.g. Contini 2004)
and LINERs.
As already mentioned we calculate the continuum at the
nebula whereas the data are observed at Earth. The same is
valid for the Hβ line flux. To reduce the calculated Hβ flux
by the distance galaxy - Earth, we combine the Hβ flux
observed at Earth with Hβ calculated at the nebula by :
Hβcalc×r
2
× ff= Hβobs×d
2. Hβcalc is given in Table 1.
Hβobs is obtained from the Kennicutt (1998) relation link-
ing SFR with Hα, adopting Hα/Hβ=3 and SFR = 0.003 M⊙
y−1 (Pan et al 2017). ff is the filling factor, r the distance
of the nebula from the radiation source and d the distance
of the galaxy to Earth. We obtain the factor fs =(r/d)
2
= Hβobs /Hβcalc/ff which we use in Fig. 1 to shift the
calculated continuum SED in order to be compared with
the data observed at Earth. In fact we consider that the
Bremsstrahlung is emitted from the same cloud which emits
the lines (e.g. Hβ). From Fig. 1 (right diagram) the best fit
in the radio-NIR range is obtained by log(fs )= -11.7, while
log(Hβobs/Hβcalc)= -14. Then we obtain ff=0.005. The dis-
tance from Earth d=42.9 Mpc, then r results 60 pc. To repro-
duce the dust reradiation bump in Fig. 1 (right) we adopted
d/g=0.008 and agr=0.1 µm .
Considering that an AGN is present in the NGC4993
galaxy, we try to fit the X-ray data presented by Wu et al
by the (absorbed) power-law model which was successfully
adopted to reproduce the X-ray at high frequencies observed
for other AGN e.g. the Circinus galaxy (Contini, Prieto &
Viegas 1998a), NGC5252 (Contini, Prieto & Viegas 1998b),
etc. The observed X-ray flux from the NGC4993 AGN nu-
cleus is relatively low, exceeding the maximum radio flux
by a factor of ∼100 (Fig. 1 right), while in e.g. the Circinus
AGN this factor is > 105 and in NGC5252 >1000. Wu et
al claim that this X-ray emission is mostly due to a weak
LLAGN. The results agree with Palmese et al (2017) who
believe that the stellar model fit to NGC4993 reveals the ex-
istence of weak ionized gas emission while the line ratios are
most probably produced by a harder ionizing source than
star formation because lying in the AGN region of the Bald-
win et al (1981) diagram. Blanchard et al (2017) argue that
there is a weak AGN present in the core of the galaxy on
the basis of radio and X-ray emission in agreement with Wu
et al (2017) who suggest a LLAGN or even some sort of
shocks. Palmese et al concluded that there is no evidence
of recent star-formation from the spectrum, irrespective of
the uncertain [OIII]/Hβ . From the Balmer decrement they
found E(B-V)=0.12±0.50. Dust obscuration does not play a
role in SFR estimation calculated on the basis of the Hα lu-
minosity.
Summarising, the observed SED presented by Wu et al
shows soft and hard X-ray emission at log(ν[Herz]) > 17.8.
Our modelling confirms that velocities throughout NGC4993
are ∼ 100 kms−1. Therefore, both soft and hard X-rays
(Fig. 1, left diagram) come from the AGN radiation. On
the other hand, comparison with the SED calculated with
Vs >300 km s
−1could nicely fit NGC4993 data in the soft
X-rays domain. But this model is dismissed because over-
predicting the data in the radio range. Moreover, it corre-
sponds to [NII]/Hα=0.16. Fig. 1 shows that bb radiation
flux from the background population stars corresponding to
Tbb=4000K is high relative to Bremsstrahlung.
Concluding with Palmese et al., NGC4993 experienced
a minor galaxy merger with still visible signs. The spectral
analysis shows AGN activity and an old stellar population.
In the IR-optical domain the bb radiation corresponding to
the old star background population at 4000 K reproduces the
data satisfactorily. Compared to local SB and AGN galax-
ies (Contini & Contini 2007), the bb flux-to-Bremsstrahlung
ratio of > 100 for old stars in the IR-VIS frequency range is
remarkably high.
3.2 Berger (2009) sample
The Berger sample of SGRB hosts is relatively poor in num-
ber of objects. In Table 2 we present the observed SGRB
host galaxy line fluxes. The observed line ratios to Hβ (in
the underlying row) for each object are followed in the next
row by the calculated ones. The models, represented by the
set of the main input parameters which leads to the best
fit, are shown in Table 3. In the last column of Table 3 the
metallicities evaluated by Berger (2009) are shown. The lines
are observed at Earth but calculated at the emitting neb-
ula. We compare the calculated line ratios to the observed
line ratios to Hβ corrected for reddening. For SGRB061006
and SGRB070724 Hα and [NII] are lacking and the line
ratios to Hβ are modelled directly without reddening cor-
rection. The [OII] 3727+ doublet which is close to the near
UV domain is more affected by correction than the other ob-
served lines in the optical-IR. Nevertheless, the ensemble of
the parameters which represents the model should be taken
with caution. GRB51221a will be shown in Sect. 3.4. Berger
(2009) analysing the spectra by the strong line methods,
found that short GRB host luminosities are systematically
brighter than those of long GRB in the same redshift range.
Berger obtained luminosities LB∼0.1-1.5 L⊙ , SFR ∼0.2-6
M⊙ yr
−1 and metallicities 12+log(O/H) ∼8.5-8.9 (3.2×10−4
and 7.9×10−4, respectively) higher than for LGRBs. Specific
SFR for SGRB have a median value lower than for LGRB
SFR hosts. Comparing the results obtained for the Niino
et al (2016) sample of LGRB hosts (Contini 2017b) to the
present ones in Tables 3 and 5, we obtain similar results.
We have selected SGRB050709 and SGRB050724 pho-
tometric data from the Savaglio et al (2009) sample to
model the SED. They show at least 3 datapoints. How-
ever, for SGRB050724 we could not find any of the ob-
served line ratios generally used to model the host galaxy.
For SGRB050709 we calculate the continuum SED by model
modb4 (Table 3) at the nebula. Savaglio et al data for
SGRB050709 are reproduced by a stellar background bb at
Tbb=3000 K in Fig. 2. Proceeding as for NGC4993 (Sect.
3.1) we combined Hβcalc (Table 3) with Hβobs presented
by Berger (2009, table 2). Adopting ff=0.01 we calculated
fs and accordingly we shifted the calculated continuum in
Fig. 2. Hopefully future data will confirm the modelling.
The distance of the emitting nebula from the photoionizing
source r results 144 pc.
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Table 2. Modelling Berger (2009) SBLG spectra
GRB z [OII] Hβ [OIII] Hα [NII] ref
3727 4865 5007+ 6563 6548+
0610061 0.4377 4.1 0.9 1.5 - - Berger (2009)
0610062 4.24 1 1.89 - -
modb1 4.5 1 1.86 - -
0612101 0.4095 22. 7.6 10.5 11. 2.4 Berger (2009)
0612103 1.71 1 1.6 3 0.15
modb2 1.77 1 1.57 2.98 0.15
0707241 0.4571 37. 15. 17. - - Berger (2009)
0707242 2.47 1 1.13 - -
modb3 2.54 1 1.18 - -
0507091 0.1606 - 6.6 26. 26. 1.8 Fox et al (2005)
0507093 - 1 3.7 3. 0.29
modb4 (1.69) 1 3.78 3 0.29
1 line flux in 10−17erg cm−2 s−1observed at Earth; 2 line ratios to Hβ; 3 corrected line ratios to Hβ
Table 3. Models for Berger (2009) SBLG spectra
mod Vs n0 D 12+log(N/H) 12+log(O/H) T∗ U Hβ 12+log(O/H)(Berger)
km s−1 cm−3 1018cm 104K - 1
modb1 100 100 0.8 7. 8.82 5.7 0.005 0.006 8.63
modb2 100 300 2.8 6.9 8.8 4.3 0.03 0.167 8.82
modb3 120 250 3. - 8.81 4.9 0.013 0.072 8.88
modb4 120 250 3. 7.25 8.81 4.8 0.06 0.19 8.50
1 in erg cm−2 s−1calculated at the nebula;
Table 4. Modelling Perley et al (2012) short GRB100206A host spectra at z=0.4068
[OII] Hβ [OIII] Hα [NII] [SII] [SII]
3727 4865 5007+ 6563 6548+ 6716 6731
subtr1 19.6 21.8 6.8 112.8 58.8 20.4 13.6
F/Hβ 0.9 1 0.31 5.17 2.7 0.93 0.62
corr 1.34 1 0.23 3. 1.58 0.53 0.35
modp1 1.6 1 0.23 3. 1.54 0.43 0.35
North (subtr)1 7.91 9.59 1.22 33.41 16.98 4.44 4.0
F/Hβ 0.82 1 0.127 3.48 1.77 0.46 0.42
modp2 0.82 1 0.127 3.12 1.6 0.4 0.42
Center (subtr)1 5.69 7.57 3.5 60.55 33.9 3.33 3.24
F/Hβ 0.75 1 0.46 8. 4.47 0.44 0.43
corr 1.57 1 0.27 3. 1.67 0.15 0.149
modp3 1.64 1 0.28 3.2 1.4 0.14 0.14
South (subtr)1 4.02 3.61 1.68 17.7 10.54 3.06 4.94
F/Hβ 1.11 1 0.465 4.9 2.92 0.85 1.37
corr 1.6 1 0.36 3. 1.8 0.5 0.81
modp4 1.57 1 0.367 3.2 1.8 0.51 0.61
1 in 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1
Table 5. Models for Perley et al (2012) GRB100206A spectra
Vs n0 D 12+log(N/H) 12+log(O/H) 12+log(S/H) T∗ U Hβ
km s−1 cm−3 1018cm 104K 0.001 1
modp1 100 120 4.9 8.04 8.78 6.48 4.4 0.9 0.003
modp2 100 250 3.3 8.25 8.82 6.95 3.6 0.6 0.025
modp3 100 200 3.3 8.04 8.82 6.40 4.6 0.6 0.0098
modp4 120 200 1.9 8.15 8.82 7.11 4. 0.6 0.0092
1 in erg cm−2 s−1calculated at the nebula
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Figure 2. The SED of SGRB050709 host from the Savaglio et al
sample. Open circles : the data; black solid lines : model modb4
(Table 3); dashed line : bb flux corresponding to Tbb=3000K.
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Figure 3. The SED of SGRB100206A host from the Perley et al
sample. Open circles : the data; black solid lines : model modp1
(Table 5); dashed line : bb flux corresponding to Tbb=2000 K;
dash-dotted line : bb flux corresponding to Tbb=100 K.
3.3 Spectra of short GRB100206A host by Perley
et al (2012)
Perley et al (2012) presented data from Swift for
GRB1002016A (Table 4) a disk galaxy at z=0.4068 rapidly
forming stars. The galaxy is red, obscured and the interpre-
tation of the spectra reported by Perley et al leads to a high
metallicity (12+log(O/H)=9.2). They also explain the SED
by a substantial stellar mass of older stars although the IR
luminosity (4×1011L⊙ ) could indicate young star formation.
Perley et al show a single spectrum and the spectra observed
in different locations with the particular aim to determine
the metallicity (in term of O/H). We present in Table 5 the
physical conditions calculated by the detailed modelling of
the spectra presented by Perley et al (2012) in their tables
2 and 3. Unfortunately the lines are few, nevertheless they
are the minimum required to constrain the models. Our re-
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Figure 4. The SED of GRB130603B host from the de Ugarte
Postigo et al sample. Open circles : the data; black solid lines
: model MS5 (Table 6); dashed line : bb flux corresponding to
Tbb=6000 K.
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Figure 5. The SED of GRB111117A host from Selsing et al.
Open circles : the data; dashed line : bb flux corresponding to
Tbb=8000 K.
sults show relatively high preshock densities in the emitting
clouds which are more extended than those in LGRB hosts
(Contini 2017a). We find solar O/H (12+log(O/H)=8.82)
in nearly all the observed positions, while N/H are higher
than solar by a small factor (<2), but higher by a factor of
∼ 10 than for the SGRB hosts in the Berger sample. The
N/O ratios are the highest ever calculated for SGRB, even
higher than those calculated for the de Ugarte Postigo et al
(2014) GRB spectra and those calculated for long GRB at
the same redshift. The stellar background contribution to
the SED corresponds to Tbb=2000 K. The calculated SED
is shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 6. Models for SGRB 130603B at z=0.356 and SGRB 051221a at z=0.546 host galaxy spectra
OT site1 mS1 OT site2 mS2 core2 mS3 arm2 mS4 obs3 mS5 051221a4 mS6
[OII]3727+ 4.47 4.5 3.4 3.6 3.55 3.7 4.3 4.3 3.05 3.2 7.8 7.5
Hγ - 0.46 0.89 0.49 0.49 0.46 [0.5] 0.46 - 0.46 0.46 0.46
Hβ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
[OIII[5007+ 0.87 0.9 0.76 0.8 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.85 0.77 0.7 5.17 5.15
Hα 3. 3. 3. 2.96 3. 2.96 3. 3. 3. 3. - 3.
[NII]6585 0.7 0.76 0.57 0.56 0.85 0.85 1.8 1.8 0.78 0.8 - -
[SII]6717 0.66 0.7 1.19 1.1 0.63 0.66 0.27 0.5 - - - -
[SII]6731 0.33 0.6 0.56 0.97 0.5 0.59 0.5 0.45 - - - -
Vs (km s−1) - 140 - 150 - 150 - 140 - 120 - 150
n0 (cm−3) - 120 - 130 - 130 - 120 - 100 - 100
B0 (10−4G) - 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 - 2 - 1
D 5 - 5.3 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 3 - 0.2
12+log(O/H) - 8.82 - 8.8 - 8.8 - 8.82 - 8.81 - 8.82
12+log(N/H) - 7.3 - 7.3 - 7.48 - 7.8 - 7.48 - 7.11
12+log(S/H) - 6.6 - 7.0 - 6.78 - 6.48 - 6.48 - 6.48
T∗ (104K) - 3.6 - 3.5 - 3.5 - 3.6 - 3.8 - 8.3
U - 0.014 - 0.01 - 0.01 - 0.014 - 0.007 - 0.007
Hβ6 - 0.014 - 0.016 - 0.016 - 0.03 - 0.014 - 0.007
12+log(O/H)7 - 7.94-8.98 - 8.16-8.88 - 8.17-8.87 - 8.26-8.77 - 8.5 - 8.7
1de Ugarte Postigo et al (2014)(X-shooter); 2de Ugarte Postigo et al (2014)(FORS);3 Cucchiara et al (2013)(DEIMOS); 4 Soderberg et
al (2006)(Gemini-N GMOS); 5 in 1018 cm; 6 in erg cm−2 s−1; 7 evaluated by the observers adopting the strong line method.
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Figure 6. Left: distribution of N/O calculated by detailed modelling for SGRB hosts as function of the redshift (large circles : from the
spectra observed by de Ugarte Postigo et al; large squares : from Perley et al; large triangles : from Berger; large star: NGC4993). The
results obtained in the present paper are superposed on those calculated for SN host galaxies (small triangles, filled diamonds, points
inside a square), long GRB hosts (asterisks), short GRB hosts (stars), SB (dots), AGN (open circles) and LINERs (filled circles) both
local and at higher z; plus and cross : HII region galaxies nearby and local, respectively. Right : the same for O/H and N/H relative
abundances. Symbols as in the left diagram; References are given by Contini (2017a, table 9).
3.4 SGRB130603B (de Ugarte Postigo 2014) and
SGRB051221a (Soderberg et al 2006)
We report in the following the modelling of SGRB130603B
and SGRB051221a line ratios by Contini (2016). We present
in Fig. 4 the modelling of the SED. The spectra by FORS2
and X-shooter at VLT and ACAM at WHT were observed
by de Ugarte Postigo et al (2014). They suggested that
SGRB derive from the merger of compact objects, in par-
ticular SGRB 130603B, on the basis of the detection of
”kilonova”-like signature associated with Swift. The host
galaxy is a perturbed spiral due to interaction with another
galaxy (de Ugarte Postigo et al). In the spectrum taken by
X-shooter the afterglow dominates the continuum, but the
lines are emitted from the host therefore they are used for
modelling. FORS spectra show the core, the arm and the op-
posite side of the galaxy. The GRB is located in the outskirts
of the galaxy in a tidally disrupted arm at ∼ 5.4 kpc from the
brightest point of the host. The host was covered by two slit
positions along the major axis and two spectra were taken at
different times plus a X-shooter spectrum covering the after-
glow position. The results of modelling the X-shooter and
FORS reddening corrected spectra observed by de Ugarte
Postigo et al (see Contini 2016, table 12) are reported in
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Table 6, neglecting the GTC spectra because they do not
include the Hα line. The spectrum observed by Cucchiara
et al (2013) for SGRB 130603B is also shown for compari-
son. Most of the spectra presented by SGRB surveys (e.g.
Fong et al 2013) do not contain enough lines to constrain
the models. To best reproduce all the line ratios presented in
Table 6 S/H lower than solar ((S/H)⊙= 1.6×10
−5, Grevesse
& Sauval 1998) by factors > 2 were adopted. S/H in FORS
(OT site) is near solar. The cloud geometrical thickness re-
sults relatively large (D=1.8 pc) from the modelling of the
X-shooter (OT site) results. D=0.3 pc is used to fit the
FORS spectra, showing a larger cloud fragmentation. The
spectrum reported by Cucchiara et al (2013) is reproduced
by model (mS5) similar to those used to fit the spectra ob-
served by de Ugarte Postigo et al. The SB temperatures and
ionization parameters which result from modelling the host
spectra are relatively low (T∗ ∼ 3.5×10
4 K and U∼ 0.01).
The spectrum observed by Soderberg et al (2006)
for SGRB051221a at z=0.546 and the relative model
mS6 are reported from Contini (2016, table 12, last two
columns) in Table 6. The line ratios were reddening cor-
rected adopting Hγ/Hβ=0.46. The best fitting model shows
12+log(O/H)=8.8, in agreement with Soderberg et al who
obtained 8.7 by the R32 method (upper branch). We have
found T∗ =8.2× 10
4K and U=0.007. T∗ is higher than for
SGRB130603B, where T∗ ∼ 3.5× 10
4 K. U , however, is sim-
ilar. Low ionization parameters (i.e. the number of photons
reaching the nebula per number of electrons at the nebula)
roughly indicate that the host observed positions are far
from the star-forming region or that the photon flux is pre-
vented from reaching the nebula. The hosts show N/H 6 0.5
solar and O/H solar.
The continuum SED of SGRB130603B (de Ugarte
Postigo 2014) appears in Fig. 4. The star background con-
tribution to SGRB130603B corresponds to T∗ =6000K. For
SGRB051221a the photometric data are too few to be used
for modelling the SED.
3.5 GRB111117A host SED (Selsing et al 2017)
Selsing et al (2017) presented spectroscopy and photometry
data of GRB 111117A host galaxy with an estimated red-
shift of z=2.211. The galaxy is actively forming stars. At
z=2.211 GRB111117A is the most distant high-confidence
SGRB detected to date. Spectroscopic observations used
VLT/X-shooter (Vernet et al 2011) at four separate epochs.
The burst was observed 38 hours after the BAT trigger. Sels-
ing et al determined the redshift value from the simultane-
ous detection of emission lines belonging to Lyα , [OII]3727,
[OIII]5007 and Hα, but Hβ was detected at low significance.
They used FHα= 4.1×10
−17 erg cm−2 s−1to calculate the
SFR=18±3M⊙ yr
−1. No dust was deduced from the Lyα ,
so the spectra were not reddening corrected. Selsing et al
photometric data appear in Fig. 5. They are reproduced by
a bb flux corresponding to Tbb=8000 K, in agreement with
Margutti et al (2012) who reported that GRB111117A has
a young age and vigorous star formation.
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we have presented the analysis of line and con-
tinuum spectra of a few SGRB host galaxies by exploiting
the spectroscopic and photometric data available in the lit-
erature. For some objects included in our sample the spectra
show the [OIII]/Hβ and [NII]/Hα line ratios. These diag-
nostics (e.g. Baldwin et al 1981, Kewley et al 2001, etc)
are generally used to recognise the type of flux which pho-
toionizes the GRB host gas (a bb for SBs, HII regions or a
power-law for AGNs). Even if the literature data are some-
times poor and have not always allowed us to constrain the
analysis results, we have nevertheless managed by the de-
tailed modelling of other line ratios (e.g. [OII]3727+/Hβ,
[SII]6717/[SII]6731, etc) to obtain a more complete picture
of the gas physical conditions (i.e. shock velocity, preshock
density, geometrical thickness of the emitting clouds, flux in-
tensity from the AGN or from the SB, SB effective temper-
ature and ionization parameter) and chemical abundances.
We have investigated in particular NGC4993, the host
galaxy of GW170817. We confirm that an AGN, such as
a LLAGN or a LINER, must be the source of gas pho-
toionization. NGC4993 was formerly identified as a LLAGN
on the basis of the BTP diagrams. Shock velocities (∼100
kms−1) and preshock densities (∼300 cm−3), constrained
by the simultaneous and consistent fit of the line ratios and
of the SED, are similar to those found in the AGN NLR. By
modelling the continuum SED we have also found that the
contribution of an old stellar population background with
Tbb=4000K is very high relative to the Bremsstrahlung in
the near IR range and higher by a factor > 100 than for local
AGN and SB galaxies. O/H and N/H relative abundances
are solar.
On the basis of the results obtained for NGC 4993 and
for LGRB hosts (Contini 2018) and for different types of
local galaxies (AGN SB, etc e.g. Contini & Contini 2007)
we suggest that Bremsstrahlung from the clouds which emit
the line spectra could also be the main contributor to the
continuum in the radio, optical, UV and soft X-ray range
of SGRB hosts, while the stellar background bb radiation
in the IR-optical domain is constrained by the photometry
observations in the IR. Moreover, dust reprocessed radia-
tion in the IR range (consistently calculated with the gas
Bremsstrahlung) and the flux from the photoionising source
in the X-ray are also considered. The results calculated for
the SGRB hosts are summarized in Table 7.
In Fig. 6 diagrams we have added the N/O ratios cal-
culated for the SGRB hosts as a function of the redshift to
those presented for LGRB hosts, SN hosts of many types,
HII regions, AGN, LINER and SB galaxies (Contini 2016).
The right diagrams show the results for O/H and N/H as a
function of z. It is evident that O/H is about constant at the
solar value, while N/O covers a large range of values deter-
mined by the N/H ratios (6.86log(N/H)+1268.25) through-
out a very small redshift range centered around z∼0.4. N/O
abundance ratios calculated in GRB100206B along different
positions – observed by Perley et al.– reach the maximum
values calculated for LGRB hosts at higher redshifts. At
present, only few data at other z are available. NGC4993
is located within the AGN and LINER region at a redshift
close to local. Compared with LGRB and SGRB hosts (Con-
tini 2016), the most significant characteristic of NGC4993 is
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Table 7. Results of detailed modelling calculations
SGRB Vs n0 D 12+log(N/H) 12+log(O/H) T∗ U log(F) Hβ Tbb z
km s−1 cm−3 pc - - 104K - 1 2 K
NGC4993 100 300 0.3 8. 8.82 - - 9.55 0.05 4000 0.009873
050709 120 250 1. 7.25 8.81 4.8 0.06 - 0.19 3000 0.167
051221a 150 100 0.07 7.11 8.82 8.3 0.007 - 0.007 - 0.546
061006 100 100 0.27 7.0 8.82 5.7 0.05 - 0.006 - 0.4377
061210 100 300 0.93 6.9 8.80 4.3 0.03 - 0.167 - 0.4095
070724 120 250 1. 7.25 8.81 4.9 0.013 - 0.072 - 0.4571
100206A 100 120 1.7 8.04 8.78 4.4 0.9 - 0.003 2000 0.4068
100206A N 100 250 1.1 8.25 8.82 3.6 0.6 - 0.025 -
100206A C 100 200 1.1 8.04 8.82 4.6 0.6 - 0.0098 -
100206A S 120 200 0.7 8.15 8.82 4. 0.6 - 0.0092 -
130603B OT3 140 120 1.8 7.30 8.82 3.6 0.014 - 0.014 6000 0.356
130603B OT4 150 130 0.3 7.30 8.80 3.5 0.01 - 0.016 -
130603B core 150 130 0.3 7.48 8.80 3.5 0.01 - 0.016 -
130603B arm 140 120 0.3 7.7 8.82 3.6 0.014 - 0.03 -
130603B 5 120 100 1. 7.47 8.813 3.8 0.007 - 0.014 -
1F is in photon cm−2 s−1 eV−1 at the Lyman limit; 2 in erg cm−2 s−1calculated at the nebula; 3 X- shooter; 4 FORS; 5DEIMOS
the presence of an AGN source. Actually, NGC4993 is the
only SGRB host lying among AGN, LINERs and LLAGN at
low z (see Fig. 6). Whether this is an isolated case it is not
yet known. However, the high evolution age and/or a dif-
ferent nuclear development related to the primary nitrogen
should be considered. More data are needed.
Most of the other SGRB are located at the confluence
(at z close to 0.4) of the N/O decreasing slope with decreas-
ing z of GRB hosts and of the increasing N/O slope with
decreasing z of SN hosts at lower z (Fig. 6). Intermediate-
mass stars between 4 and 8 M⊙ dominate nitrogen pro-
duction, which is primary at low metallicities, but when
12+log(O/H) exceeds 8.3, secondary N production occurs,
increasing at a faster rate than O (Henry et al 2000). The
data are few, but it seems that N/O ratios in the present
SGRB sample follow a different trend.
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